RETAIL AUTOMOTIVE SUPPORT –
CAN TRADITIONAL MODELS ADAPT?

Examining the customer experience in
the retail automotive industry. When
your customer has questions or issues,
are you ready to support them?

Online automotive retail spending is expected to cross $3 billion by 2025. While online
auto retailers are striving to be innovative in the shopping experience, they often
overlook the fundamental support structure behind that experience.
For many reasons, it’s common that the customer experience (dealer and consumer) is
less than optimal leaving both underserved wondering if they need to switch retailers.
The factors that create poor experience include lack of agent experience and industry
knowledge, inability to optimally staff for call demands and inability to scale. Let's look
more at the industry and support model and see how these factors can impact customer
experience, and how they can be resolved.
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CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS AND HOW THEY IMPACT
YOUR BUSINESS.
1

Considering recent automation and innovation advancements in the automotive retail
industry that have transformed how consumers shop, buy, sell, lease and trade cars,
how important is the human interaction in the customer sales lifecycle?

2

Given that an automotive purchase is one of the largest expense purchases that one will
make in their lifetime, will the consumer embrace purchasing a car that they have only
seen in photos and video and have never driven?

3

At the point in time that the consumer needs assistance, what is the risk introduced into
the relationship by using a typical call center representative that has never purchased
or even owned a car?
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INDUSTRY TRENDS – THE EXPERIENCE IS CHANGING
The automotive industry is getting more and
more complex every day thus putting further
stress on your program talent acquisition and
agent training. Examples include; the advent
of telematics applications now provides you
with collision avoidance, parking management
systems, emergency vehicle notifications,
remote monitoring, and intelligent traffic
systems. There is continued innovation
evolving self-driving cars, and car sharing as
options for consumers through companies like
Lyft, Uber, and Zipcar. Some say the car
sharing model threatens the overall industry
with less demand over time.
I don’t know about you, but the last time I
visited a top brand automotive sales lot, I was
surprised how few sales representatives were
on the lot. My experience ranged from
literally walking into a showroom with no reps
to be found, to a showroom that had reps in
their cubicles that raised their heads when I
walked in with no one offering to help. Given
that purchasing an automobile is one of the
largest financial decisions that many people
make, I was underwhelmed, disappointed and
vowed never to return.
Like most consumers, I turned my efforts
towards the leading online automotive
retailers. After all, who’s going to miss the
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traditional car buying experience; the stress,
the aggressive sales rep and their sales
manager tag team negotiations, only then to
be beaten up by the Finance team to then
upsell me on warranties, services, and parts.
Fast forwarding to today, with the online
automotive retail market growing, are
consumers ready to make the jump to the
likes of Carvana, TrueCar, AutoTrader,
CarGurus and others? The short answer is,
they already have.
My journey to evaluate the leading online
automotive retailers from the eyes of a
consumer revealed some interesting services,
some awesome buying opportunities and
some good and bad customer experiences.
I’m a believer in consumer automation;
putting the customer in control of their
experience is a great thing. I love the idea
that I can now shop, buy, finance and have a
car delivered to me without ever putting my
hands on it. I’m also a realist and know that
this concept is foreign and scary to many
consumers. When customers are anxious on
the journey, the support experience becomes
more important than ever and should be
handled efficiently, by experts who “get” not
only the customer issue but the industry as a
whole .
3

HOW DOES THE EXPERIENCE COMPARE… TRADITIONAL
“BRICK AND MORTAR” CONTACT CENTERS VS THE ARISE SOLUTION
Traditional Call Centers

The Arise Platform

Full-time employees are making close to or at
minimum wage in a role that is sometimes
stigmatized means limited access to educated,
experienced, and motivated talent.

Individual, entrepenurial contractors typically
supplementing their income part time from their
homes means an agent pool of mature, college
educated and driven individuals who have invested
to service your customers.

Employees typically need to be trained on the
automotive retail business, the client brand, AND
services since the agent demographic lacks real-life
experience buying and selling cars. The smart
consumer or dealer can see past this in a second.

Mature business owners and entrepreneurial agents
choose the programs they wish to service providing
cleints with access to passionate brand champions
with a knowledge of all things automotive.

Most programs are lucky even to address the
immediate contact demand and have challenges
ramping agents and deploying omnichannel
programs that can scale in parallel with the explosive
year over year growth of the automotive retail
market thus impacting your top line revenue.

Ability to extend the virtual model essentially
without limits to meet high-needs growth demand.
Not tied to a specific location or locations, the
agents servicing on the Arise Platform are from
nearly anywhere in the United States (or
Canada/UK), dramatically increasing not only the
size, but the ability to find the right fit for the
automotive industry.

Staffing in 4 or 8-hour increments to support an
in-house or traditional BPO relationship is inefficient
and doesn’t permit the contact center to align
resources with contact demand in 30-minute
increments 24X7. Consider the rigid framework of
this model and how misaligned it is with your
marketing, commercials and hours of operation of
your dealer network.

Staffing in 4 or 8-hour increments to support an
in-house or traditional BPO relationship is inefficient
and doesn’t permit the contact center to align
resources with contact demand. Consider the rigid
framework of this model and how misaligned it is
with your marketing, commercials and hours of
operation of your dealer network.
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ARISE – GOING ABOVE AND BEYOND
The Arise Platform enhances customer service and sales support to enhance the consumer and
dealer experience, and easily adapts into an existing online automotive retailer website. Our
ability to match customer service professionals with client brands they have an affinity for, coupled with our platform engineered to deliver operational efficiencies, produces a differentiated
customer experience. Here is how.
Arise's Virtual Learning Solution will bring your agent training into the
21st Century and include on-demand, online, self-paced learning that includes
simulations, assessments, and tracking. Virtual instructor-led training brings the
best of online chat, polling, presentations, and breakout rooms. The Arise Online
Continuous Learning Portal brings learning to a new level with webcasts, online
collaboration, and videos.
Every automotive retailer is in a fight to drive consumers to their storefront,
capture interest, simplify the shopping and selling process while supporting their
dealer network. Availing consumer and dealer access to your storefront at their
time of need in their preferred channel is paramount. The Arise Retail experience
is proven to support the B2C and B2B lifecycle across registration, listing, selling,
promotion, and purchase, with support experience in warranty, maintenance,
roadside assistance, and scheduling in an omnichannel environment.
Your program will be serviced from the U.S. in a very cost-effective manner. We
deliver increased operational performance with a TCO often 15%-30% less than
your in-house or outsourced programs.
In closing, your company spends tens of millions of dollars in acquiring customers, and yet your
investment in the customer experience is not changing with your acquisition strategies. Why not
challenge the norm and create the differentiated customer experience. Arise programs create
relationships that you can monetize using agents who have a personal experience working in your
industry and with your brand. Arise has been providing personalized, flexible, high-quality
omnichannel service and sales support programs for the Fortune 1000 for more than 25 years.
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If you’d like to learn more about Arise,
please visit us at

www.Arise.com
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